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Abstract 
 
The ability to shape temporal experience through the manipulation of a set of simultaneous and 
successive events is a power which sound producing instruments have afforded the aural 
composer/performer since pre-history.  The development during the last decade of videographic 
devices capable of instantaneous generation and manipulation of absolute (or abstract) images has 
given the visual artist the same power. In this decade, the rapid advancements being made in 
computer graphics technology promise even more powerful visual instruments, particularly in the 
totally enveloping new medium of Virtual Reality. 
 
Introduction 
 
The idea that one might compose event streams with light much as one composes event streams 
with sound is an old one, and the last century saw many experiments with the newly evolving 
technologies for manipulating light through the development of various forms of color organ.[1]  The 
evolution of abstract and absolute painting in the early decades of this century provided for a new 
surge of interest in the possibilities of a visual art of pure movement. 
 
Writing in the Paris of 1914, Leopold Survage proclaimed: 
  

"Painting, having liberated itself from the conventional forms of objects in the exterior world, 
has conquered the terrain of abstract forms.  It must get rid of its last and principle shackle --
immobility-- so as to become as supple and rich a means of expressing our emotions as 
music is.  Everything that is accessible to us has its duration in time, which finds its strongest 
manifestation in rhythm, action, and movement, real, arranged, and unarranged. 
 
I will animate my painting.  I will give it movement. I will introduce rhythm into the concrete 
action of my abstract painting, born of my interior life; my instrument will be the 
cinematographic film, this true symbol of accumulated movement.  It will execute the 'scores' 
of my visions, corresponding to my state of mind in its successive phases.  I am creating a 
new visual art in time, that of colored rhythm and rhythmic color."[2] 
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Survage made a substantial series of paintings for his first absolute film, but was unable to get the 
financial backing to have it shot; however other artists, such as Viking Eggeling, Walther Ruttmann, 
and Oskar Fischinger, were fortunate enough to realize their ambitions, producing a strong body of 
work in absolute animation that inspired generations of artists including: Len Lye, Harry Smith, Jordan 
Belson, the Whitney brothers, Larry Cuba, and many others, including myself. 
 
Wassily Kandinsky developed theories based on relationships of color, shape, and sound, but never 
attempted to make an animated film, apparently preferring to work in the medium of spatial/temporal 
light play and kinetic theater --as did several of his colleagues at the Bauhaus: Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, 
Ludwig Hirschfeld-Mack, and Kurt Schwerdtfeger.  In 1928, Kandinsky produced a performance in 
Dessau, consisting of the movement of colored lights and elemental shapes manipulated within the 
void of a black draped stage.[3] 
 
In 1921, Theo van Doesburg visited Viking Eggeling and Hans Richter in their studio and wrote 
enthusiastically in the journal De Stijl about the potential of their absolute animation work, expressing 
caution about the unavoidable danger for misunderstanding which can be involved in comparing it to 
music.[4] The problem of the musical model which concerned van Doesburg is still with us today.  It 
results from a confusion between thinking of a comparison based upon a direct synaesthetic 
correspondence rather than one based upon general principles of temporal composition 
 
The scientific investigation of the periodic wave nature of both sound and light has led to many 
attempts to find a direct correlation between the octave structure of audible vibration and the structure 
of the visible light spectrum. Many investigators, including Newton and Goethe, considered the idea 
of a direct relationship between sound and light, but nothing truly universal has ever been 
determined.[5] 
 
Apart from the fundamental physical differences in electromagnetic and air pressure waves, the 
sensory input from the organs of hearing and sight appear to be mapped onto the brain, and thus 
consciousness, in quite different ways. It seems that any universal correspondences remain elusive, 
and ultimately we are left with only very subjective relationships. 
 
In searching for relationships, it is probably best to avoid looking for direct correspondences and 
concentrate on finding the essential parameters characteristic of each medium, and how, as event 
streams in time, these basic parameters may be composed into patterns of architectonic structure 
having affect on the perceiver. 
 
I would like to identify three main forms of non-verbal time- based art forms and some of their basic 
parameters: 
 

Music Dance Animation
a. Rhythm a. Rhythm a. Rhythm 
b. Pitch b. Posture b. Color 
c. Timbre  c. Movement c. Shape 
d. Harmony d. Pantomime d. Texture 

 
These parameters are arbitrary.  They are not intended as direct corollaries (i.e., while pitch might be 
compared to color, it is certainly not a corollary to posture!) and each might be applied to another 
form in a slightly different way. For example, harmony is not necessary in all forms of music, and 
harmony can also be understood in terms of a particular type of spatial relationship, physical motion, 
or relationship of two or more colors.  It should be understood that these terms are only crude 
attempts at delineating a few basic parameters in order to obtain a discursive understanding of these 
non-discursive mediums. 
 
It can be seen that rhythm is the parameter which they all have in common, and it is in fact the 
rhythmic structuring of the other parameters that gives each medium its shape in time.  It is of course 
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important to realize that it is possible to identify rhythms occurring simultaneously at different scales 
of time, from the minute and quick events which make up the most discrete of units, to the larger and 
slower overall temporal structures which give form to the entire composition. 
 
In my work with absolute videographic animation, I have used a set of the basic shapes available on 
the instrument with which I have chosen to work.  These shapes are the familiar geometric 
archetypes of circle, square, and triangle, as well as more complex and amorphous shapes.  Carl 
Jung has observed that it is as probable that number and geometric form were discovered by man as 
invented by him, and thus are endowed with the special characteristics of archetypes.[6] 
 
I cause shapes to appear, interact, and disappear, in configurations which function in a manner 
similar to that of motifs in music.  Recurring relationships develop a sense of antecedent/consequent 
pattern, thus producing expectations which increase affect through being realized or thwarted. Colors 
form in relationship with other colors in ways that change slightly, often tending to remain in a limited 
range, setting up a kind of "harmony" which can be seen as similar to establishing a "key". 
 
Remember that these associations are loose and should not be seen as an attempt to set up a point 
by point system of melodic and harmonic invention such as has been developed in music.  Perhaps 
such systems are possible, but it is too early in the development of the medium to codify things so 
thoroughly.[7] 
 
The use of the term "texture" to describe fine patterns within and over the grosser ones carries with it 
the unavoidable association with the tactile stimulation of the haptic sense.  The use of such patterns 
in conjunction with, and in contrast to, the "smoother", more discrete shapes, yields obvious affect 
upon the viewer. Describing how each of these basic parameters function in a visual composition is 
as difficult as describing how those of a musical composition do, which reminds me of Laurie 
Anderson's comparison: 
 

"Talking about music, is like dancing about architecture."[8] 
 
 
Performance 
 
Realtime performance constitutes an important aspect of my work in videographic animation.  Early 
computer scientists coined the term "realtime" because the first computers often had a significant 
delay when interacting with an operator. In a realtime system, there is no apparent lag between the 
operation of a control and a response from the system. 
 
In traditional animation technique, a series of static images which vary slightly from one image to the 
next are photographed in sequence, and then played at standard projection speed, resulting in a 
sense of continuous movement.  In order to animate in this way, one must have a good 
understanding of how much variation from static image to static image is necessary to achieve the 
desired motion in playback.  In realtime animation technique, each image is created at the same rate 
as it is played, resulting in an immediate experience.  This dynamic form of image animation 
approaches the dynamic form in which most musical instruments function. 
 
Musical instruments can be seen as a technological extension of the will to voice sound.  A vocalist 
produces sound through a direct act of will, unmediated by technology.  An instrumentalist produces 
sound through an act of will mediated by a technology which allows for an expanded range of aural 
expression.  Each kind of musical instrument has unique capacities for generating sound and this 
effects the range of affect a musician can elicit with them .  The potentials of a trombone are different 
from those of a violin, an oboe, a piano, or timpani.  The design of an instrument presents both 
opportunities and constraints in the composition of music.  A composition for harpsichord is unlikely 
to resemble a composition for sitar. 
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Initially all musical composition was improvised, possibly being committed to memory to be played 
another time and perhaps improved upon.  Eventually notation (and later, audio recording) was 
developed as a form of storage and transmission of a composition.  This allowed for a precise control 
over complex structures and led to the development of new forms of music, but what these forms 
may have gained in the way of control over complexity they sacrificed in the ineffable essence 
resulting from the spontaneity of improvisation. 
 
The realtime improvisation of musical composition involves a stimulus/response feedback loop.  The 
composer/performer plays sound which creates an affect. This affect influences the playing of 
subsequent sound, which in turn, influences the nature of the sound following it.  The immediate 
affect of the sound being played, the memory of the previous sounds, and the anticipation of the 
sounds to come blend together to shape an engaging temporal experience. 
 
Visual instruments can be seen as a technological extension of the will to move.  A dancer produces 
movement through a direct act of will, unmediated by technology.  An animator produces movement 
through an act of will mediated by a technology which allows for an expanded range of kinesthetic 
expression.  The concept of an instrumental form of dance is relatively new and carries with it some 
problems regarding the human form as sign; but one need only note the vast difference between 
singing and playing a piano to begin to see the implications.[9] 
 
 
A Visual Instrument 
 
Just as with musical instruments, each kind of animation instrument has unique capacities for 
generating motion and this effects the range of affect an artist can elicit with them.  Over the years I 
have played several videographic animation instruments, including the historic Paik/Abe Video 
Synthesizer.  In most of my absolute videographic compositions of the past decade I have played a 
standard video switcher (vision mixer), the model CVG 1600 7H manufactured by the Grass Valley 
Group.  This device was designed to produce transitions between camera images in conventional 
broadcast studio television programs and was not designed for the purposes to which I have put it; 
however I have found that it can serve very well as an instrument for improvising compositions of 
absolute animation. The CVG 1600 7H has multiple input sources for cameras, VTRs, and 
electronically generated fields of color (background generators).  It can be used to make transitions 
between sources by: switching (cutting), dissolving (crossfading), wiping (moving geometric 
boundaries), or keying (luminance or chrominance derived boundaries).  The feature of which I have 
made the most use is the wipe transition.  Of the many electronically generated geometric wipe 
shapes available I have chosen to utilize the circle, square, and variations of the triangle, due to their 
power as archetypes. 
 
The wipes are moved in realtime by manipulating a combination of levers (T-bars or joysticks).  It is 
possible to alter the position, rotation, size, and to some extent shape, with these levers.  The control 
levers function as direct kinesthetic extensions of the will to move.  I move the bar or joystick and the 
shape moves on the screen.  I feel the affect caused by the movement and manifest another 
movement. It can be seen that the improvisational composition of image with this visual instrument is 
similar to the improvisational composition of sound with an aural instrument. 
 
The input sources I contain in the wipe shapes include both electronically generated solid color fields 
(background generators) and images from video feedback cameras. 
 
The color fields are altered by knobs for hue (spectral color), chroma saturation (color intensity), and 
luminance pedestal (brightness).  The manipulation of these knobs allows for the improvisation of 
discrete areas of color and the consequent intensity of affect which the perception of color can 
produce. 
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The video feedback cameras are set up so that a camera is looking at its own output (or a portion of 
its output limited by a wipe or key) on a video monitor screen.  This sets up a recursive loop similar in 
principle to the acoustic feedback loop formed when a microphone is placed near a loudspeaker 
which is amplifying the output of the microphone.  A howling oscillation is set up which is caused by 
the speaker diaphragm moving the air, the air moving the microphone diaphragm creating an 
electrical signal, the electrical signal from the microphone causing the speaker diaphragm to move, 
ad infinitum. 
 
The recursive loop of video feedback results in an infinite series of pictures of a picture of a picture, 
stacked up in time in a manner similar to the hall of mirrors formed when two mirrors are set face to 
face.  By adjusting the zoom control on the camera lens it is possible to change the relative size of 
the picture within a picture (this is much like moving two self reflecting mirrors closer together) from a 
point where the images are repeated in discrete levels like visual echoes --each one slightly larger or 
smaller that the next-- to a point where the repetitions are nearly of equal size, smearing into intricate 
flowing patterns.  The nature of these patterns is the subject of a new discipline in science called 
chaos theory.[10] 
 
Chaos theory is concerned with recursive phenomena such as feedback, and one of the key 
principles delineated is that of "sensitive dependence upon initial conditions"; tiny differences in input 
can quickly become large differences in output.  In video feedback, the inherent Gaussian noise of 
the camera and monitor electronics --or the introduction of a another image through a wipe or 
dissolve--becomes repeated in the loop, each repetition slightly altered by any non- linearity in the 
system, building image upon image in a recursive stack piling up toward infinity. 
 
The manipulation of the camera controls for contrast (black pedestal), brightness (iris), and color 
(white balance, R-Y, B-Y) modulate the formal qualities of the feedback, allowing for a wide range of 
affective potential. 
 
The CVG 1600 7H is designed so that three layers of separate wipes can be woven together at one 
time.  This permits one wipe to occlude another, which may be occluded by yet another.  This feature 
allows complex compositions to be performed in realtime (using more than two hands!).  The ability to 
record a realtime improvisation on videotape, then play that back through the switcher, allows for as 
many as six layers of wipes in a second recording, nine in a third, etc.  This method makes it possible 
to record many layers in a manner similar to that of multi-track recording in audio. A solo performer 
can play over their previous performance, building very complex compositions, or an ensemble of 
performers can play simultaneously and/or sequentially. Variations in videotape playback speed and 
direction may also be used to modify the character of the recorded layers. 
 
 
Visual/Aural Relationships 
 
My introduction to realtime visual improvisation occurred was as a young child in the first year or two 
of school.  Our teacher had the class fingerpaint with a waterbased tempera and starch mixture while 
listening to recordings of classical music.  She emphasized that we should react to the feelings the 
music inspired in us and not think of the end product of the dried painting, but concentrate upon the 
immediate experience of the changing images in front of us.  These experiences moved me deeply, 
and from that time on, I was interested in manifesting my visual imagination while listening to music. 
 
As a young teenager, I made storyboards for visualizing recorded music, but had no access to the 
animation facilities or instruction I needed to realize my ideas.  Years later I was able to work in 
realtime improvisation to live and recorded music in the fertile atmosphere of the late sixties when 
financial support became available for live lightshows. I was a member of the now legendary 
multimedia ensemble, Single Wing Turquoise Bird, initially performing at large rock concerts, and 
later in our own studio where we were able to work with less commercial forms of music, or 
occasionally to perform in silence.[11] 
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Initially, I improvised my video compositions while listening to music, but eventually I realized that I 
could not determine if the affect I was experiencing was principally due to the power of the visual or 
the aural composition.  In order to insure that the affect was purely due to the power of the image I 
began to work in silence.  In screening my silent work, I discovered that the silence was sometimes 
oppressive, as if the ears were full of water or unequally pressurized by altitude change, or, I found 
that John Cage was unwittingly providing the music, in the style of his famous composition 4'33", 
where the audience and other sources play a dominant role in shaping the sonic environment.[12] 
 
This is why I began commissioning composers to create scores for my work.  I generally asked them 
to make an incidental music that would not dominate the image, but function in a way somewhat 
similar to Erik Satie's concept of "furniture music".[13]  I also requested that they not work in tight 
synchronization with the image, as a way of avoiding the impression of illustrated music.  I am now 
interested in a more balanced collaboration, where the aural, visual, (and eventually tactile), are of 
equal, if not synergetic, power. 
 
I used to refer to the work I was doing in absolute animation as "visual music", a term that has been 
around for many years, and which had seemed to describe what I was trying to do.  I came to the 
realization that the specific association to music as an aural art form presented certain difficulties and 
perhaps the term "visual composition" would be a more accurate indication of what I was doing, and 
therefore I changed my terminology to reflect this difference. 
 
 
Stepping into Virtual Reality 
 
Aside from an awareness of the difficulties in comparing absolute music to absolute animation 
(including the different ways in which hearing and seeing are mapped onto consciousness), I still 
aspired to create an affect as engaging as that possible through musical experience.  Even though I 
did achieve some success toward that end, I was not entirely satisfied.  I realized that one of the 
problems which faced me was the limitation of my visual compositions to the same relatively small flat 
window in space to which painting and drawing are usually confined.  While I enjoyed playing with the 
familiar compositional devices which the rectilinear border provides, I was envious of the totally 
enveloping nature of music.  I yearned for a way to break free of the boundary of the frame and 
become as totally immersed in image as in the ocean of air pressure which constitutes sound.  That 
has now become possible.  The new medium of Virtual Reality has dissolved the boundary of the 
frame, allowing us to literally enter into the image for the first time in our history.[14] 
 
Virtual Reality is the name given to a new extension of computer technology which provides for a way 
of interactively experiencing a computer generated three dimensional space.  A headmounted 
stereoscopic display and position sensor (such as the EyePhones developed by VPL Research, Inc.) 
allow the computer to calculate and display a point of view based upon the direction in which the 
person wearing the display is looking.  It is possible to look around, manipulate objects, and freely 
move about inside the three dimensional database of a realtime computer graphics system. 
 
Three dimensional computer graphics systems hold their information about space, and the objects in 
it, as a database matrix formed from the familiar Cartesian coordinates of X (width), Y (height), and Z 
(depth).  The volume of objects in the space is represented based upon matrix units of X, Y, & Z.  
Depending upon the software available, the objects may be assigned any property which can be 
imagined.  The most obvious are properties of the physical world such as: color, texture, reflectivity, 
transparency, index of refraction, mass, elasticity, temperature, etc. 
 
In order to visualize an object, it is useful to assign at least one surface property, a light source, and a 
point of view.  The latter is of special interest because it is possible for the computer to display an 
imaginary object from virtually any point in the matrix.  All points are simultaneously available.  The 
point of view may function as a synthetic camera and be assigned properties such as focal length 
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and position.  Since more than one point of view is possible, it is logical to provide a "camera" for 
each eye in order to provide stereoscopic vision.  The illumination may originate from a general non-
directional ambiance or from a synthetic light source, or combination of sources.  The "lights" may 
have many variables: specific position and direction in the matrix, "beam" angle, color and intensity, 
ability to cast shadows, etc. 
 
Conventional computer graphic animation is generally displayed as an image on the screen of a 
video monitor.  In a realtime system, the "camera" is moved around with a manual control such as a 
joystick or mouse, causing the computer to recalculate and display the new point of view. In a Virtual 
Reality system, the image is displayed stereoscopically by a pair of LCD screens mounted in a 
special optical system which is worn on the head.  Attached to the headmounted display is a device 
which senses the position of the display in space and moves the "cameras" just as a manual control 
would do, causing the computer to recalculate and display the new point of view.  This direct 
interaction between the movement of the head and the movement of the image results in the 
sensation that the objects in the image are remaining in a fixed position while the head is turning to 
view them in the space around it. 
 
In addition to the stereoscopic goggles, the head mount display features a pair of earphones through 
which the computer can produce stereophonic or binaural sound modified by input from the position 
sensor to provide for localizing the direction and distance of sound "objects". 
 
The hand is the original tool for manipulating objects (as the etymology of the word manipulate 
indicates) so VPL has developed the DataGlove, a special glove which indicates to the computer the 
position of the hand and fingers, allowing for a visual representation and haptic stimulators for 
providing tactile feedback.  It is possible to not only see, but to "feel" database objects.  The computer 
can recognize a hand grasping an object, provide a stimulus to the fingers indicating contact, and 
allow the hand to pick up an object and move it around. 
 
More than one person can be "inside" the database, and the computer may be programmed to 
generate representations of the participants.  The representations can take on any form and, of 
course, need not be reproductions of the actual bodyimages of the participants.  In order to animate a 
bodyimage, a bodysuit has been developed by VPL to provide the computer with information on the 
wearers movement.  The DataSuit senses the position of the torso and limbs, and is also fitted with 
haptic stimulators. 
 
I envision the development of a bodysuit fitted with a fine mosaic of tiny hydraulic sacs which both 
register and stimulate pressure and temperature on the skin to provide for an extremely enhanced 
sense of tactile presence.  With such a suit it would be possible to feel the cool splash of a 
shimmering swirl of intricately choreographed droplets, the soft breath of a warm breeze, the cool 
flow of slipping beneath the surface of an enveloping sea, or the warm touch of a loving companion. 
 
Another interesting development of the bodysuit would be to mount it in a large gimbal ring similar to 
those used for astronaut training.  The ring would have the capability of simulating free movement 
through space by shifting attitude relative to gravity (pitch, yaw, and roll) and applying acceleration 
and deceleration forces.  The addition of force feedback in the form of small hydraulic pistons 
attached at the joints could sense exerted force and apply resistance allowing for a sense of physical 
interaction with the virtual world.  One could climb virtual stairs, swim through a virtual medium, or 
leap from and land upon a virtual surface. 
 
The only other senses to work with would be those of taste and smell, and it is not difficult to imagine 
the development of systems to stimulate the olfactory sense.  Swirling multi- colored mists with the 
scent of fruits and flowers could create new levels of kitsch experience! 
 
The creation of a body image for self perception and for visible interaction with other people 
inhabiting virtual space is desirable for obvious reasons; however, the age old dream of achieving 
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invisibility is of no difficulty in Virtual Reality.  The gleeful play of the Cheshire cat from Lewis Carroll's 
Alice in Wonderland comes to mind.  In fact many of the transformations and situations from Alice in 
Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass become possible, and several groups --including Virtual 
Reality pioneers, VPL--are working on producing Virtual Reality experiences based upon Alice's 
adventures. 
 
The variable scales afforded Alice are simple to achieve in Virtual Reality.  There is no reason to 
remain at an original scale.  Instantaneous or gradual changes in scale from the "sub-atomic" to the 
"galactic" become possible, the only serious limitations being those of the level of micro and macro 
detail programmed into the virtual universe. Individual body parts may change scale, leading to 
stretchable arms and legs like the "Plasticman" of comic book fame or realizing the fantastic stride of 
a pair of "Seven League Boots". 
 
The metamorphosis from one body to another --part by part or in whole-- could be accomplished, 
enabling the transformation from a human form to that of other creatures.  One could be a dolphin 
swimming through the sea, leap into the air and become an eagle soaring up into the clouds, then 
glide to a landing on an open plain, and transform into a member of a gamboling herd of wild horses.   
Any bodyform which can be imagined can be created. One could become a chimera, a renaissance 
angel, Betty Boop, a teapot, or a luminous sphere of light --the list is virtually endless. 
  
A list of the forms of space and of the objects occupying it in Virtual Reality would be equally endless.  
From an apparently boundless void, to the inside of ones own hand, all possibilities exist.  The 
architects of Virtual Reality may create vast formal gardens surrounding palaces covered in an 
animated flow of baroque ornamentation, construct simple villages of stacked children's toy blocks, or 
float an intricate lace of translucent platforms above the clamor of Tokyo.  Entire cities may be 
created or recreated in minute detail.  Nothing is impossible.  None of the structural limits imposed by 
the laws of the physical world exist in the world of Virtual Reality.  The only practical limits are those 
of the size and speed of computer memory.  Computer size and speed are increasing at rates 
unimaginable thirty years ago, while costs are falling at equally unimaginable rates. 
 
The range of uses to which the new technology of Virtual Reality will be put may be as unlimited as is 
its range for the creation of worlds.  It was difficult to accurately predict the development and cultural 
impact of the new technologies of the telephone, phonograph, cinematograph, and television.  It is 
also difficult to accurately predict the development of Virtual Reality, but I am certain that it will have a 
much greater and more far reaching impact on culture than did those technologies.  The medium of 
Virtual Reality has the capacity to absorb and extend nearly all existing media into its interactive 
world. 
 
 
Some Applications of Virtual Reality 
 
One of the uses to which the technology of Virtual Reality will be put is in the visual/aural/tactile 
modeling of complex and fluctuating relationships in statistical data. The standard graphing of 
information in economics, engineering, medicine, (in fact any field which uses techniques of 
gathering, displaying, and analyzing data) will benefit from the increased sense of presence, 
interaction, and complexity which Virtual Reality offers. 
 
The technology is being used to assist molecular biologists in designing new substances by giving 
them interactive modeling capabilities --such as bonding force feedback-- to provide a more intuitive 
approach to problem solving.  NASA is designing wind tunnel systems which let design engineers 
feel pressure and thermal data generated from probes mounted in the tunnel air stream, and 
architects are able to design, walk through, and redesign buildings, enabling them to avoid costly or 
irremediable flaws that would normally become apparent only after actual construction. 
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Attempts will be made to extend all the fine arts into Virtual Reality.  The traditional disciplines will 
undergo varying degrees of transformation.  Perhaps one of the most radical transformations will be a 
form of poetry where the extraordinary play of verbal language that serves as the basis of traditional 
poetry is replaced by a direct manifestation of visual, aural, and tactile symbolic objects. Subjectively 
resonant sequences of associative patternings will constitute new levels of poetic communication (A 
model for this already exists in certain forms of non-verbal poetic film and video). 
 
Dramatic narrative will find a new form in Virtual Reality. Just as cinema, radio, and television 
adapted the dramatic form of theatre, so will the medium of Virtual Reality. Aside from the obvious 
increase in presence over other forms of technologically mediated theatre, it is the interactive 
potential that is the most radical. In its simplest form, a linear drama would unfold before audience 
members who would be invisible to one another, and possess an ability to float around and through 
the action. The play may be staged as live theatre by actors performing in Virtual Reality, or recorded 
and played back.  It should be noted that Virtual Reality recording will be much more complex than 
film or video recording.  It is every change in the whole database that must be stored, not just the 
scene from a particular point of view. 
 
Dance will take on new dimensions in Virtual Reality.  Just as in the dramatic narrative forms, the 
audience may be free-floating passive observers or interactive participants, in live or recorded 
events, with others or with artificial intelligence programs. 
 
Since the laws of the physical world are suspended, dance may break free of the constraints of 
gravity allowing for as yet unimagined choreography.  The dancer's problem of a short career span 
based upon the physical limitations of age will no longer exist.  A dance virtuoso will have the same 
chance for a long career as the musical instrument virtuoso has had. For the first time in history, it will 
be possible for the physically impaired, even the paraplegic or amputee, to move in ways which their 
condition has never before allowed.  The training of isolated muscle groups in one part of the body to 
manipulate "virtual" muscle groups in another part of the "virtual body" will give them the potential to 
dance with the whole body form if they wish, and to dance as "physical equals" with the "unimpaired".  
A certain degree of physical skill will be needed to perform virtuosic gestures, but it will be more of an 
aesthetic rather than a physical prowess which will distinguish the great artist. 
 
Musical performance will take on new qualities in Virtual Reality.  In traditional music, fingering and 
bowing a cello, blowing into and sliding a trombone, striking and dampening a gong, are physical 
gestures whose tactile and spatial components directly shape the resulting sonic gestures.  Now, new 
instruments based upon new gestural interfaces will be developed.  The instruments for producing 
and controlling pitch, timbre, and spatial location of sound events in Virtual Reality will take on as yet 
unimagined forms. Artificial intelligence programs which can improvise along with the intelligence of 
human performers are already in use by several composers and it is certain that this type of activity 
will increase in Virtual Reality.[13] 
 
The visual gestures of musical performance provide an extrasonic component, and the expressive 
movements of a virtuoso pianist or violinist (whether self-conscious or involuntary) can reinforce the 
aural experience. 
 
The gestures which many conductors of symphonic orchestras use to invoke dynamics such as 
tempo and amplitude from their performers may seem at times to be as much for the conductor' s 
sense of directly manifesting the music as it is for the orchestras direction.  One can easily imagine 
some of the gestures a performer of complex sound events might make in Virtual Reality.  It may be 
possible to improvise complex structures or to "conduct" the performance of precomposed structures, 
influencing nuances of tempo, amplitude, and timbre through a highly developed code of gesture.[15] 
 
Extrasonic gestures play a large role in the field of pop music in which dramatic posturing, 
exaggerated pantomime, and dance movement become an integral part of the concert performance.  
The addition of elaborate costumes, set design, and computer controlled lighting (projected through 
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fog to form intricately choreographed kinetic volumes) combine to create a hybrid form of commercial 
entertainment.  It is easy to realize that pop music will embrace the medium as a way to extend the 
power of the spectacle.  Entertainers may adopt any variety of body forms:  heavy metal bands 
transformed into thundering dinosaurs, David Bowie sprouting wings and metamorphosing into a 
cherubic cupid, a pair of lip synching Japanese accountants as Milli-Vanilli in a Virtual Reality 
karaoke bar. 
 
It is the visual performance of absolute forms which is my personal interest, and so it is the potential 
for the creation of absolute animation in Virtual Reality which I find most exciting.  As in drama, 
dance, and music, it will be possible for an audience to be passive or to interact with either live 
performance, recording, or artificial intelligence programs. In Virtual Reality it will be possible to 
manifest and choreograph a wide variety of form in motion.  Softly pulsing aurora-like colorfields may 
ebb and flow through the space. Shapes may be made to coalesce out of the void or fly in and out of 
proximity from afar.  Independent shapes may be caused to orbit one another in hierarchical 
constellations of complex and shifting interdependence.  Shapes may be made to flow around, move 
through, or bounce off of participants' bodyforms.  Sweeping gestures of the arms and legs may 
leave an intricate calligraphy of dissolving trails, or the gestures of one performer may create solid 
trails, while those of another carve out voids in a virtual pas de deux of additive and subtractive 
sculpting.[16] 
 
Behavioral-systems programs that mimic the flocking behavior of birds or the schooling behavior of 
fish, may allow a performer to swing swirling clusters of tiny scintillating triangles around at the end of 
an invisible line radiating from a hand; open the hand, and the line grows longer; close the hand, and 
the line grows shorter.[18] 
 
The development of particular instrumentalities will depend upon the understanding and desires 
which evolve from direct experience in the virtual world.  As in improvisation with videographic 
animation, the complete range of compositional possibilities will only be revealed through the directed 
play of the will into kinesthetic expression.  The full potential of absolute animation in Virtual Reality 
remains to be seen. 
 
 
Concluding Remarks 
 
The drive to aesthetic motion has been a part of human culture from time immemorial.   The universal 
existence of the art of dance bears witness to the importance of this drive.  From deeply felt rituals of 
cosmic union to mere decorative entertainments, dance has played, and continues to play, an active 
role in nearly all societies.  Absolute animation instruments have extended the will to motion beyond 
the constraints of the human physique, thus allowing for the creation of aesthetic experiences beyond 
that which is possible through the direct movement of the unmediated body. 
 
 
The capacity for total immersion and interaction in Virtual Reality make it an ideal medium for the 
continued development of absolute animation.  This development will yield experiences as far beyond 
our abilities to imagine them today as were the abilities of the inventors of the first primitive musical 
instruments to imagine the awesome experience of a late nineteenth century symphony.  The work I 
have produced in realtime absolute animation leads directly to the threshold of Virtual Reality, and I 
look forward to extending my work into this new realm of seemingly unlimited possibility. 
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